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About This Game

Geoid is a modern, stylish take on old-school 3D platformers. Roll and jump your way through unique hazards and mechanics to
collect all the golden triangles and silver hexagons! A result of about four years of mostly solo development, Geoid is inspired

by games like Marble Blast.

Features

A single-player campaign with over 40 levels

Every level has its own unique art style and color palette

Slow time and control gravity with unique powerups

Timed challenge mode with local and global leaderboards

Punishing nightmare mode if you want a real challenge!

Take your time and play without timers if you prefer a more laid-back experience

Play with your friends in 2, 3, or 4 player split-screen competitive coop

Over 25 unlockable ball styles
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Title: Geoid
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Zen Relay Games
Publisher:
Zen Relay Games
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 3.1Ghz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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This is the kind of fun physics-based game I've been looking for since I first got into gaming. Beautiful art style, easy-to-learn,
difficult-to-master gameplay, and a level creator mean endless possibilities for this game.. I really enjoy Panzer Corps, and the
base game is fun- but the US Corps DLC is broken on many levels. Play balance is all kinds of messed up, I'm fairly certain
there is a bug making German troops do ridiculous damage (eg A Kradschutzen - motorcycle infantry, doing 5-8 points of
damage to the biggest tank on the US side) and the scenarios themselves are an exercise in frustration and overwhelming odds
against. I've played the regular game and the Grand Campaign and never come across the bizarre unfairness in this DLC. Many
times it feels as if the computer is outright cheating. Played and replayed the scenarios many times and it all feels like a slog, not
very enjoyable. Stick to the Grand Campaign and the Soviet DLC...this one should be tossed in the trash.. It's a good game but
in stream has too many Bugs in game. Not like the game on CD.. Absolutely amazing. I can really recommend this toolkit. It
contains quite a few awesome scripts. For example a script that features dozens of AI improvements for GameGuru's default
AI.
Contains a ton of very useful scripts, doors jamming, objective markers, hud text, etc.
. Not all DLC are included - this sucks. Include all the DLC and you would get a great report. If we buy a season pass we want
everthing. Stop cheating people.. I do recommend the game, BUT...it needs work. Consider this game similar to Hearts of Iron
3/4, but much easier. I've only played the Axis. But here is where it needs work:
1) British aircraft carriers (CV's) are very powerful. Japanese CV's do absolutely nothing other than to lower the target's morale.
British ships in general are much superior to German ships.
2) British ground forces in France are far superior to German ground forces. French forces are on par with German forces. In
two run throughs, it took me until November 1940 to beat France.
3) RNG is very weird. Weather is crazy. When trying invade England, I had 3 entire turns of rain, snow, rain and rain. By the
time it stopped, the British had reinforced England and I had no chance.
3a) It seems RNG favors British air forces, ships and evasion.
4) Japanese forces are so hampered by movement you simply can't get anywhere, especially in the south above Hong Kong.
5) Japanese aircraft really suck. Even after up grades.
6) German aircraft are pretty bad. The maritime bombers seem to work well, though.
7) German U-Boats get sunk rather quickly. This doesn't seem right especially during the first couple years.
8) If you can't adhere to the historical timeline, the game becomes an up hill fight.
9) The game is set up in turns. Your turn is two weeks long. The enemy is also two weeks long. This make an entire turn one
month long. My opinion is to lower the times to one week intervals per side.
10) Research is good and fairly fast, but Advanced fighters, for example are any better than early fihters. It's either the research
doesn't help or RNG is screwed.

That's just 10 examples. I think with tweaks, the game will be better. I even turned down the AI to it's lowest settings and went
to the lowest player setting (Novice, if I remember right) and one game it still took me until November to beat the French.
So, yes, in time it will be a really good game. Get it now and wait for patches, or simply wait for a patch or two.
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A faithful adaptation to the board game that speeds up play and adds some quirky animations to bring it to life!. Great remaster
of the original with advanced lighting and redone voice lines from Jon St John himself, includes the original 3 episodes, The
Birth and a brand new episode made exclusively for this release made by the original developers. Workshop support adds new
player created maps for singleplayer\/co-op as well as deathmatch. The DC and Tropical add-ons are sadly absent though.. it
wont let me log on to tile miner
. Shatter is about bouncing a projectile between your paddle/ship/etc. and various blocks you need to break to progress to the
next stage. Power-ups occasionally drop from said blocks, and there are different varieties. That's all pretty basic. What sets
Shatter apart is the beautiful backgrounds and setpieces in the game, as well as the unique features it adds. The most obvious is
your ability to push away or draw in objects as you play, including the ball, the pickups, the fragments (points), and sometimes
the blocks themselves. At first it's merely a nice feature for adjusting the path of the ball mid-flight, but later it becomes
necessary to really properly progress through the game. Fortunately, Shatter does a good job of ramping up the necessity of
using these features, so by the time you truly need to it's natural.

Another somewhat unusual feature is the concept of boss fights, not totally unseen in a block-breaker clone but rarely done well.
Shatter does it quite well, I'm happy to say, and thanks to the aforementioned beautiful design of the game the bosses are
visually satisfying in addition to challenging. The mechanics of each boss fight are similar but not identical, making you target
specific vulnerable points while dodging whatever attacks the boss is capable of. The fights are also spaced evenly between the
levels, giving you a nice change of pace to break up any monotony that might set in.

Difficulty wise, the game is not easy but not especially hard for an experienced player... at least when it comes to just surviving
the game. If you want to rack up the high scores, well that will take some serious skill. The game's scoring system is simple on
paper but hard to master, relying on a multiplier which increases with gathered fragments but decreases for any blocks which
slip past your paddle or make contact with it (yes, they can do that). It provides a reason to replay the game for people who are
all about the high scores, made even more attractive with the game virtually taunting you by showing you higher scores from any
of your friends who also play the game. Devious, but effective.

Beyond all that the game is quite solid, featuring some unique types of blocks, interesting mechanics, varied arena shapes
including circular, and a fun bonus round after each area where you have to keep three projectiles in the arena for as long as
possible. I also really have to compliment the game's music, which is both fitting and kind of catchy. If you have any love for
Kavinsky or Daft Punk you'll probably like the soundtrack.

Shatter is a fresh take on an old formula, one that adds some interesting new concepts without straying too far from the basic
idea. It hits that perfect line of "easy to pick up yet difficult to master", and provides something you can either spend hours on
or just pick up for a few minutes at a time.. Probably the single most shallow title I have played on Steam, and while it's my
fault for not double-checking: I'm more than a little sore that the trailer is cut in a way that makes it appear there may be
competitive multiplayer when it is a single-screen, one-player, two-button game with absolutely no variability. The very first
five moves will be identical to those an hour in, and nothing changes. Period.

There is even an identical product by the developer on Steam with a few sprites changed.

I can't refund someone else's gift, but I can warn as many of you away from playing a game that involves absolutely nothing but
"taptaptaptaptaptap" over and over until boredom sets in, with no rewards or variables whatsoever.. Really enjoying
AOF:UNdead King. It is a fun tactical game that was easy to learn. You should try it. In the vein of Cinders, Solstice also
explores the ways in which systems can trap individuals in loops of destructive behavior. The original setting and story allow for
more freedom in plot direction, and the deuteragonist setup also permits more natural-feeling branching.. Overall this game is
terribly made, the hitbox is infuriating at times but challenging in a way that makes you feel extremely satisfied once you make
it to the next save area. The music can be very annoying at times to the point of where i've had to turn off my volume to not
throw my keyboard on the wall. The level design is very cleverly made taht makes you remember what you have to do to get to
the next part of the level. In my opinion this game is worth the dollar that it is. I bought this game on sale for $.62. Overall is it a
masterpiece, no. But is it worth a dollar, Yes.. I played Man O' War (the version where you assemble, paint and fight with
miniatures) and learned firsthand the uncanny nature of the Warhammer universe...where units stuff human heads with
gunpowder to use as grenades. The PC version stays pretty much as "far out" and, so far, the Devs are updating the game in a
way that adds to my anticipation that Man O' War stays true to, and worthy of, the "Warhammer" franchise that I know and
love. Wearing a Megalodon on your head just to demoralize your enemies and intimidate your friends? In the Warhammer
universe that is both acceptable and admired, if a wee bit spooky to the common townsfolk's children.. I played ALL the
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GameHouse games of Emily and once again I'm disappointed with this game, the lack of designing with the characters, the story
lacked depth and it still bothers me that all the characters have four fingers and not five. At times I got kicked out AGAIN
during game play, the diamonds can once AGAIN not be bought by gold coins making buying all the porch items annoying to
achieve. But with all of the above, ONE thing that makes this game frustrating and believe me I did not enjoy it. You have to do
multiple things in every level, if it's not 2 kettles boiling at the same time while clicking multiple actions to take a photo and
pleasing the customers at the same time. It's babies screaming, cakes burning, drinks not spilling over. It gets exhaustive to be
honest, it makes levels difficult to achieve 3 starts and it takes away the fun element that the game had. Plus all the singing made
it annoying to listen to as well, it's not like the narrative voice was good or enjoyable to listen to. Paying for games like these are
really a frustration, you expect it to become better. Make it enjoyable and fun again, but it seems like all of that is lost. But stick
to the basics, make the stories interesting again and I'll recommend it.
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